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INT. BEDROOM - MORNING

A quiet morning in a child’s bedroom. Soft light coming from

a gap in the curtains cuts across the space -- LEO, a

seemingly 6-year old boy, wakes up, blinking tiredly.

He turns on his side only to find a cute smiling character

next to him -- let’s call him "FIG". As Leo turns, the smile

turns into a wide jovial grin.

Fig hops off the bed, and opens the curtains. Sunlight pours

through the now open window, and Leo sits up on the bed,

rubbing his eyes.

He looks back at the grinning Fig and they both smile at

each other, excitement in their eyes for the new day ahead.

CUT TO:

INT. HALLWAY - DAY

Fig runs through the hallway -- donning a cape. He stops to

look back and gestures for someone to follow. Leo comes

running, wearing his own cape following Fig’s lead.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Leo and Fig jumping up and down on the couches. As they do -

small alien ships fly around them and they shoot them down

with pretend-guns.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Fig and Leo now, sitting down. Fig has hurt his leg, he

cries as Leo tends to his "wounds"

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

The two are now taking a break -- coloring and reading

books. There’s a mess of pages around them as they lie on

their bellies engrossed in a picture book.

CUT TO:



2.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Leo and Fig are back in action. Leo holds a bubble wand and

uses it as a sword against Fig, while Fig has his own sword

and a laser gun. They run around until Fig runs through a

door leading to the backyard.

Leo follows after him and exits.

EXT. BACKYARD - DAY

Leo comes out. He stops in the middle and takes out his

bubble wand and blows bubbles into the sky.

We see Fig getting caught in one of the bubbles, being

lifted up into the sky. The bubble pops and Fig falls.

Leo looks up worried but Fig lands safe, using his cape as a

parachute. He bows with grace, while Leo applauds.

They both fall to the ground giggling, before looking up to

the sky pointing at the clouds, trying to guess each shape.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Leaning against the kitchen sink, looking out the window is

LEO’S FATHER. He smiles as he watches his child pointing up

at the sky.

Another 2D character - a rugged middle-aged man - comes into

frame following his line of sight.

Leo’s father and the 2D character look at each other for a

moment and exchange a knowing smile before looking back at

the two children outside.

THE END


